This is the twentieth in a series of supplementary bibliographies to David M. Scholer's *Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1948-1969* (2747). This supplement contains items published in 1990 as well as earlier items which had not been previously included. This supplement follows the general pattern and limits of the preceding ones which have appeared in *Novum Testamentum* beginning with volume 13 (1971) to date except for volume 18 [1976]).

This supplement continues the numbering of bibliographic items from Supplement XIX and thus begins with 6945 and contains 386 items.

For new reviews of books previously listed the author, a brief title and bibliography entry number of the book are given. Crossreferences, abbreviations and organization of the material follow those used in previous supplements.

In reference to Section IV (Coptic Gnostic Library) it should be noted that information on a particular tractate may be found under the "general" heading for a codex (and not otherwise crossreferenced) in those cases in which a single work covers an entire codex or a majority of the tractates within a codex. The table of contents remains the same as that given since Supplement VII.

Problems concerning inclusion continue; see the introductions to the fourth and seventh supplements for details. Normally items are included only if they have been personally confirmed. Numerous items on the New Testament, early Church history and Manichaeism make reference to gnosticism and/or Nag Hammadi, but such are not usually included unless the intention or focus of the item is on these subjects. It is also true that more and more of the items included in Sections I-III of this bibliography include specific discussions of Nag Hammadi texts, but cross-references in
Section IV are provided in only the most obvious and explicit cases. Section IV is reserved for entries which focus exclusively or primarily on the Nag Hammadi literature.

It continues to be the plan to produce a volume integrating all the bibliographic entries from 1970 through 1990.

I continue to be appreciative of the help given to me by many authors, especially those who send offprints of their articles.

Three substantial dictionaries were published in 1990 in which many articles relevant to this bibliography were published. Thus, in these entries abbreviations for these dictionaries are used as follows:

**DECA**  Dictionnaire encyclopédique du christianisme ancien  


---

**I. GNOSTICISM: GENERAL**

**Books and Reviews**

**CHURTON, T.** Los gnósticos ... *[6783]*

See also 7142.


**CULIANU, I. P.** Gnosticismo e pensiero moderno ... *[XVI: 2503]*

6946r  **QUISPEL, G.** VigChr 40 (1986), 414.

6947r  **SCOPELLO, M.** RechSR 77 (1989), 299-300 (NTA 34.498).


6949r  **NOBILE, M.** Antonianum 60 (1985), 192-93.


**GREEN, H. A.** The Economic and Social Origins of Gnosticism ... *[5876]*.